**Research Projects conducted by previous/current HIIM students**

The impact of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 on Health IT

Developing a user guide to healthcare organization for litigation response plan development

Electronic health record systems improvement of reimbursement

The WTH patient portal and personal health record: an implementation plan for West Tennessee Healthcare

PACU: Hybrid Records

Impact of the electronic medical record on days from discharge to final billing

Review of the health record correction process for Tennessee Hospitals

Attracting, recruiting and retaining residents to obstetrics and gynecology: a complex look at residents entering the field of medicine patients first, patience and participation the three P's of a CPOE implementation

Electronic enrollment: from a paper-based process to an electronic process

Personal health records awareness

Electronic Health Record readiness in Mississippi: Poised or paused for 2014

Telehealth monitors reduce hospitalizations and emergent care rate of congestive heart failure patients

A method for selection of a computerized practice management system

Impact of Electronic Health Record Implementation on the Staffing and Training Requirements of Health Information Management Departments

The successful implementation of a psychology electronic medical records

Reducing recurrent computed tomography examinations by alerting ordering physicians when patients have significant cumulative does from prior examinations

The need to move toward the use of an electronic health record system

The effect of an automated computerized self-scheduling and bidding system on cost, quality and staffing effectiveness

Benefits of speech recognition technology to hospital transcription programs

Information technology in public health practice

A survey of executive's preferences concerning essential skills of next generation health informatics professionals
Reducing throughput time from patient registration to discharge

Case mix index versus potentially preventable complications in Maryland: using software, metric and processes to find the delicate balance for financial success

The patient portal versus electronic mail: a comparative review and ultimate decisions in favor of patient privacy

Master patient index overlays: do we know the impact

Change leadership in Health Information Management

A new approach for chlamydia prevention: web-based technologies will go beyond the point of care to decrease the incidence of chlamydial trachomatis infection

Emerging challenges of electronic health Information privacy and security

Improving follow-up appointment scheduling process for safer transition of care

The CPOE: drug alert fatigue in a corrections inpatient facility

Academic Acute care: the challenges of implementing an electronic medical record and computer physician order entry

Electronic health record compliance: evaluating the implementation of EHRs in acute care hospitals in Mississippi

Biometrics for preventing medical identity theft

Knowledge Management in Healthcare: The role of health informatics

Transitioning to Electronic health records in an inpatient rehabilitation facility: the effect on functional independence measure scores

The evolution of quality improvement in healthcare

Medical Identity Theft

The effects of value-based purchasing on health care

Determining user satisfaction and effectiveness with patient matching algorithms

The effect of entry modality on quality of clinical notes using the PDQI-9

e-Prescribe: is it really the solution for patients and prescribers?
Electronic health records and stage 2 meaningful use requirements affecting provider participation

Exploring the need for virtual coding apprenticeship programs

LAC+USC electronic use patient handoff tool

The electronic veterinary medical record as a data source for companion animal syndromic surveillance

ICD-10 Development and progress within the Veterans Health Administration specific focus on VISN 16

An exploration of scribe use in HIMSS Stage 6 EMR facilities

Enterprise content management

Quality of care after adoption of electronic health records

The Technology Acceptance Model: measuring physician attitudes towards the impact of cut and paste on documentation

An evaluation of the role of the originator of catastrophic edits/data overwrites within the Veteran Health Administration

Clinical informatics: impacting patient safety

Electronic health record incentive program demonstrates adoption association with improved care

Closing the Meaningful Use Gap between Small and Large Practices

Increasing Patient Engagement in the African American Community through Personal Health Record Use

Correctional Telemedicine and Its Benefits for Female Inmates